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Introducing ADLER Lodge RITTEN
 In the very heart of South Tyrol, ADLER Lodge RITTEN is a romantic five-star retreat just a

short drive or cable car ride from the nearby town of Bolzano. Always seemingly bathed
in golden light and with subtle birdsong as a soothing soundtrack, this chic lodge sits
majestically in the Dolomite Mountains of Northern Italy, where you can let your spirit
soar among blissful landscapes. 

ADLER Lodge RITTEN opened in 2019 and is one of the more recent additions to the
family-run ADLER Group, which is managed by the seventh generation of the Sanoner
family. With 42 rooms and sustainably constructed from wood and glass, ADLER Lodge
Ritten was inspired by safari lodges in Africa, while the interiors have a touch of style
from neighbouring alpine chalets. This evokes a laidback inviting energy, where you’ll
receive the utter freedom and lightness that you’ve been craving.

As the lodge only accommodates children aged eight years and above, you’ll notice a
more mature atmosphere, making it an ideal place for friends, honeymooners and
couples seeking to get back to nature. Choose your own pace. If you’re seeking outdoor
adventures then there are numerous hiking paths and guided bike tours awaiting you
through forests, and the surrounding meadows and valleys. Or you can unwind with
sumptuous massages and therapies in the decadent mountain-inspired spa. With the
lodge’s all-inclusive arrangement, you can tuck into a daily programme of activities
inspired by the seasons, and delicious traditional cuisine centred around fresh, seasonal,
and locally sourced ingredients.  It’s time to switch off and revive yourself. 



Bio-Architecture 
Situated in a glade on the sunny plateau of Renon Mountain where the soothing scent of
larch and fir trees fill the air, ADLER Lodge RITTEN appears from nowhere, giving the
impression of a secret mountain retreat. 

The lodge both harmoniously blends with its lush, wooded surroundings while still making a
statement. Twenty glass and black wood chalets sit around the main building, encircling the
side of a shimmering green lake. There are also two side wings that house junior suites with
their breathtaking panoramas, and the impressive panorama suites. 

Inside your chalet or suite, you’ll feel a sense of wellbeing and lightness from the large glass
windows, natural fabrics, and wooden furnishings that provide an earthy and comfortable
home-from-home. 

The main lodge style is similarly unique, adorned by colourful printed timber walls,
impressive woodworks, and wingback leather chairs, while the restaurant offers up the
wilderness on a platter, with its expansive glazed walls framing the outside world.

 



As you listen out for whispers from the surrounding forest, you’ll realise that
sustainability is at the core of ADLER Lodge RITTEN. More than just your typical wooden
construction, the entire lodge is an inspired architectural delight, dreamt up by Andreas
and Klaus Sanoner in collaboration with architect Hugo Demetz.

Look closely enough and you’ll discover skilled woodcraft and art, with enigmatic eagles
surreptitiously carved into the gables, and interesting panelling by local Val Gardena
artist, Markus Delago.

ADLER Lodge RITTEN’s mountain location also invites you to move around with minimal
impact, thanks to the complimentary use of electric bikes, a shuttle service, as well as
the historic mountain railway, Rittner Bahn. What’s more, upon arrival, guests receive a
RittenCard, which provides free travel on all the region’s excellent public transport.

Sustainable Design



360° Sustainability
 
 

ADLER Spa Resorts & Lodges have been in the Sanoner family’s hands for over 200 years.
They are active contributors to the region with a philosophy that’s embedded in the
natural and cultural environments of their destinations, with sustainability intrinsically
connected. 

Everything from the location and architectural design to the finished concept is
considered, from construction methods and materials to sustainable supply chains,
including energy efficient air conditioning systems and local food sourcing that’s
ecologically harmonious.



A Seasonal Haven
Located 1,200 metres above sea level in the heart of the UNESCO World Heritage site of
the Dolomites, ADLER Lodge Ritten is a natural haven of tranquillity, despite being just a
20-minute drive away from Bolzano, the gateway to South Tyrol.

For a touch of nostalgia, take the timeless Belle Epoque ride on the Rittner Bahn, a
centuries-old narrow-gauge train that will take you from the heart of Bolzano to different
places in Ritten. You can then embark a state-of-the art cable car, and seemingly fly into
the plateau to reach the lodge. 

Scenes change with each season. In the spring and summer when the days are longer, the
air is milder, and the vibrant blossoms blanket the meadows you can evoke your
wanderlust, by going mountain biking or hiking. In the autumn, you can tipple into
törggelen, the traditional food and wine-tasting walks among falling leaves. Meanwhile,
the winter months bring in the gentle magic of a heart-warming ski and spa season, with
ample winter hiking opportunities. Bolzano offers plenty of boutique shops, restaurants,
and cultural attractions, many of which are free with your complimentary RittenCard.
Head to the Iceman Museum, home to the Neolithic man Ötzi, who was naturally
preserved in ice for 5,300 years. There are easy rail connections to reach ADLER Lodge
RITTEN from Milan and Munich, while Innsbruck and Verona are the nearest international
airports, less than a two hour’s drive away.



Contemporary Accommodation
Settle into nature and discover the inviting spirit of ADLER Lodge Ritten, which is
generously sprinkled with modern glamour. There’s a variety of accommodation to choose
from across 42 suites and chalets, all with a contemporary mountain style. You’ll find
luxurious amenities as standard, including a rather cool soft minibar encased in a vintage-
style leather traveller’s trunk featuring local products, and a selection of ADLER own brand
toiletries. Complimentary WIFI and wired Internet, digital and Sky TV with free movie
channels are also available in your room.

Choose from any of the 20 junior suites, which each feature an organic sauna and wooden
balcony. Then there’s a selection of inviting one and two storey chalets that include an
open log fireplace and a snug divan, as well as a spacious terrace. The two-storey chalets
are roomier, with an extra terrace and a living room for you to unwind in. 

Grown-up families and friends are similarly welcomed, with the two-storey family chalets
that also include two bathrooms and terraces. For a truly unique experience, there are two
large panorama suites that sleep up to four guests with their two spacious bedrooms, an
expansive living room complete with an open fireplace, reading corner and balconies
overlooking the Dolomites as well as, of course, that all-important organic sauna. 

Room Rates: From €281 per person – half board in a Junior Suite 



Forest Spa & Saunas
Embrace wellness under the treetops. ADLER Lodge RITTEN boasts an impressive
holistic spa across four designated spaces. As you unwind, you’ll be breathing in the
natural scent of pine, while the crackling fires in the winter months add an atmospheric
soundtrack.

From the main lodge building and just a few steps along a forest path you’ll find two
very special saunas that lie under the canopy of Swiss stone pine and evergreen fir.
Having been built from wood and glass, the sauna’s rejuvenating effects are always
topped off with inspiring views. Afterwards you can doze, read, or daydream in the
cocoon of the relaxation pavilion.

The lodge’s Saunameister can conduct an Aufguss for you, a multisensory steam
wafting ritual that lasts around 10 minutes and is adapted to each guest with selected
essential oils and soft music. Or why not tap into the power of nature with a hay sauna?
This uses the natural essence of local Alpine herbs and dried flowers.

In the main lodge you can indulge in several ADLER Revive rituals that will help restore
your inner balance, such as an energising massage, nutritious skin packs, and a Turkish
Bath. There’s also a saltwater Infinity Panorama Pool to dip into, from where you can
witness the majestic Dolomite Mountains and have green slopes as your enviable
backdrop. 



Tuck into the region with ADLER Lodge RITTEN’s discerning farm-to-table philosophy. At
the expert hands of chef Hannes Pignater, many of the restaurant’s ingredients are
sourced from the lodge’s own farm and garden, which grows summer wheat, potatoes,
various types of vegetables, small berries, and spicy herbs. Naturally, the menu changes
daily depending on the season and availability.

The lodge farm produces its own grain, which is ground and served up as delicious pasta
and pastry dishes. There’s also an on-site beekeeper, who collects forest honey from the
lodge beehives. During your stay you can embark on a rare tasting experience with unique
honey specialities of truffle, raspberry, and mead.

Guests are welcome to visit and wander through the small paths of the farm garden,
where you’ll find a small relaxation area of a pond and benches to sit on.

Meanwhile, local farms from the Alto Adige region also supply dairy, meat, and other fresh
produce, including organic eggs, homemade juices, Speck bacon, and Wagyu and Chianina
beef from grazing special breed herds. 

Nature's Garden
 



Enjoy a homegrown gastronomic adventure at ADLER Lodge RITTEN. The lodge’s all-
inclusive arrangement means your day always starts off well, with a rich breakfast buffet of
farm specialities and homemade delicacies. Most guests find this fills them up until dinner
time, however, should you feel peckish then you can always enjoy a fresh buffet-style
lunch or tuck into the afternoon snacks and light dishes that are served on the sun
terrace from 1pm to 5pm each day. 

By night, head to the panoramic restaurant where you can eat gourmet Alpine-
Mediterranean delicacies under the stars. The cuisine beautifully embraces both the
mountains’ earthiness and the Mediterranean’s lightness, with flavoursome, clean and
healthy dishes that are often a twist on traditional recipes. Signature dishes include
parsley risotto with breadcrumbs of Schüttelbrot (a South Tyrolean crunchy flatbread with
spices), and tortelli with sauerkraut, smoked meat, and mustard. In the summer months
there's an emphasis on raw food featuring fresh mountain herbs. For those with a sweet
tooth, try the authentic dessert of Kaiserschmarrn, a type of scrambled crêpe served with
icing sugar and apple jam or compote, as well as the spiral-shaped cakes of Strauben,
which is usually served with blueberry jam. Vegetarians can select from their own mouth-
watering menu, and other dietary requirements can similarly be attended to.

The lodge offers an all-inclusive arrangement with options to have a drink whenever you
like, with a selection of homemade juices, wines, beers and spirits from the region.

A Taste of RITTEN
 



Slow down to the breathtaking views over distant meadows and peaks as you’re caressed
by blue skies and gentle sun rays at ADLER Lodge RITTEN. 

You can wake up to a soulful woodland yoga class each morning, or head to the large
fitness studio where you can work out with high-tech gym equipment while looking out
over stirring landscapes. Even the father of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud, was
mesmerised by this region, who sought out “…a place where I can be alone with a forest
nearby..." only to confirm that, “Here on the Renon it's divinely beautiful.” 

Despite the altitude, there are 300 sunny days a year on the Renon Plateau, and so with
each season you’ll find a diverse and complimentary daily programme that allows you to
embrace the outdoors with the ADLER team, who are always on hand to share the delights
of South Tyrol. These include a variety of guided hiking and mountain biking routes that
crisscross the mountain and are suitable for all fitness levels. All the necessary outdoor
equipment, such as hiking poles, backpacks and bike helmets, can be hired for a small
charge.

You might like the leisurely hike up to the ‘earth pyramids’, a collection of natural
sculptures that date back to the Ice Age, or you may prefer to be challenged by an
adventurous uphill bike ride to Mount Corno del Renon, which sits at an altitude of over
2,000 metres. Either way, you’ll always be rewarded by delicious homegrown fayre and the
soothing spa upon your return.

The Magic of the Mountains
 



ADLER Lodge RITTEN invites you to embrace the authentic mountain traditions, and
appreciate this delicate, verdant environment.

If you’re looking for a specific activity, then the ADLER team can arrange chargeable
private experiences with local guides that are tailored to your needs and interests. For
example, you could go trekking with llamas and alpacas, or horseback riding (and take
lessons) in the spring and summer months or hit the ski slopes or go sledding and
snowshoeing in winter.

Away from the plateau but still within easy reach are several interesting museums, castles,
lakes, and botanical gardens.

Plan your trip to join one of the regional sporting events, such as a half-marathon hike in
the autumn that leads along a chestnut trail, or the popular Törggelen season, where you
can stop off at local vineyards for regional food and wine tastings, which historically took
place in the wine cellars by the wooden wine presses known as Torggl. Today you can still
tuck into typical delicacies such as chestnuts, sausages with sauerkraut, and barley soup.

Authentic Experiences



By train

The main train station in Bozen is only 500 m away from the cable car Renon station. The
cable car will bring you up the Renon mountain to Oberbozen/Soprabolzano. It takes only
12 minutes, gondolas depart every 4 minutes in both directions. A shuttle will pick you up
at Oberbozen/Soprabolzano and bring you directly to the hotel.

By plane
·Airport Bolzano - 28 km 
·Airport Innsbruck - 120 km
·Airport Verona – 170 km
·Airport Milano/Bergamo - 270 km 

By Car

Sixt car rental: Through ADLER’s partnership with Sixt, ADLER guests benefit from special
and exclusive mobility packages. Sixt Rent a Car is present at the airport in Innsbruck,
Munich, Salzburg, Verona, Milan, Bergamo and other main hubs. These packages are only
valid for bookings on the page www.sixt.com/Adler

Travel recommendations

https://www.sixt.com/Adler
https://corporate-guest.sixt.com/?sfid=0013V00000OOSrH


ADLER Lodge RITTEN
20 Stella

I-39054 Soprabolzano South Tyrol - Italy
Tel. +39 0471 1551 700
info@adler-ritten.com

www.adler-resorts.com
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